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The collective practices of investing and building do-it-yourself (DIY) tools for radiation 

monitoring demonstrate a whole new dimension of citizen empowerment and 

mobilization after a disaster by involving new actors, such as so called Hackerspaces. 

The DIY Geiger counters and other post-Fukushima humanitarian tools introduce 

prototype building as a type of collective and political action driven by the ideal of a 

resilient, post-apocalyptic citizenship.  These tools and communities organized around 

participatory monitoring of radiation pose constructive participatory governance lessons 

for more effective disaster management in the future. 

 

 

Introduction 

 

Collection and sharing of sensor data by citizens over social networking sites is 

Ioﾏﾏoﾐl┞ desIヴiHed as けpaヴtiIipatoヴ┞ seﾐsiﾐgげ.1
The reasons why citizens get involved 

and provide data about their environment vary from science curiosity to support of 

ecological awareness. In the case of the Fukushima Daiichi disaster, the main focus 

became crisis monitoring and response. Collective online mapping during crises is not a 

new phenomenon but before Japan it was mainly deployed in developing countries (e.g. 

Sudan, Haiti and Thailand). Tools for online mapping, such as the Ushahidi platform,
2
 or 

ﾐe┘ oヴgaﾐizatioﾐs de┗oted to the iﾏpヴo┗eﾏeﾐt of ﾐe┘ けhuﾏaﾐitaヴiaﾐ teIhﾐologiesげ, like 

けCヴisis Mappeヴs: the Huﾏaﾐitaヴiaﾐ TeIhﾐolog┞ Net┘oヴkげ,3
 have proved very useful for 

humanitarian projects in countries with limited resources, non-existent infrastructure 

and no or limited government emergency response teams. 

http://www.psypress.com/nuclear-disaster-at-fukushima-daiichi-9780415527835
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But the Fukushiﾏa disasteヴ sets aﾐ iﾏpoヴtaﾐt pヴeIedeﾐt iﾐ teヴﾏs of けpaヴtiIipatoヴ┞ 

ﾏoﾐitoヴiﾐgげ of けteIhﾐologiIal Iヴisesげ. It stヴesses ﾐot oﾐl┞ the iﾏpoヴtaﾐIe of iﾐdependent 

(radiation) data gathering but also new socio-technical practices of citizens building and 

investing in their own tools, which made this effort different from anything seen before 

in terms of citizen mobilization over data. The collective practices of investing and 

building do-it-yourself (DIY) tools for radiation monitoring demonstrated a whole new 

dimension of citizen empowerment, which goes beyond issues of data and introduces 

prototype building as a type of collective and political action. The DIY Geiger counters 

and other post-Fukushima humanitarian tools enabled a unique case of citizen 

mobilization after a disaster. The independent collection and crowdsourcing of data 

together with building open source and DIY tools became a form of a political right, 

similar to the concepts of freedom of speech and information (Peterova 2011), which 

aim to strengthen individual but also collective understanding and responsibility, in this 

case, for the environment. 

This chapter is based on our study of three key activities of participatory radiation 

monitoring and their relation to the Hackerspace movement and development of open 

source hardware prototypes. The Hackerspace movement comprises alternative and 

independent research and development centers known as けHackerspacesげ, as physical 

spaces in a global network in which citizens work on independent software and 

hardware projects funded by themselves or by way of online (crowdfunding) tools and 

the leveraging of skills and resources. These creative environments support so called 

けhaIkiﾐgげ, ┘hiIh ﾏeaﾐs ﾏodifiIatioﾐ aﾐd Huildiﾐg of opeﾐ souヴIe tools, aﾐd aﾐ┞ foヴﾏ of 

appropriation of technologies, for freely defined purposes by citizens and users 

themselves rather than by any corporate or business entities. 

In our study, we used web ethnographic data as well as survey and interviews with 

the participants of two projects, Safecast,
4
 and Radiation Watch,

5
 as conducted between 

October and December 2011. Our aim was to better understand the motivations and 

experiences of the participants in relationship to the nuclear disaster as it unfolded, 

which define a new form of citizenship—けIosﾏopolitiIal Iitizeﾐshipげ— emerging around 
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open source tools. We first follo┘ed the け“afeIastげ pヴojeIt, Ilosel┞ ヴelated to Tok┞o 

Hackerspace, which has a global agenda of providing citizens with accurate and 

iﾐdepeﾐdeﾐt data oﾐ ヴadiatioﾐ. “eIoﾐdl┞, ┘e looked at けTok┞o HaIkeヴspaIeげ ┘oヴkshops 

on designing and building DIY Geiger counters and other radiation monitoring tools 

without any explicit support for the data. This left it up to participants to decide which 

platfoヴﾏ the┞ pヴefeヴヴed to shaヴe data oﾐ. Thiヴdl┞, ┘e e┝ploヴed the populaヴ け‘adiatioﾐ 

WatIhげ pヴojeIt, staヴted H┞ a fe┘ Japaﾐese desigﾐeヴs aﾐd eﾐgiﾐeeヴs ┘ith Iheap aﾐd 

simple DIY kits without expensive Geiger tubes. These tools were later developed into a 

product that anyone could buy and use with a mobile application for sharing data. 

These three examples, which we will discuss, helped us to identify the importance 

and the effects of the new socio-technical practices upon the changing idea of 

citizenship in an almost post-apocalyptic situation. The social networking sites, but also 

the DIY tools and open source hardware practices, which arose during the course of the 

Fukushima Daiichi disaster, enabled citizens who accessed them to better deal with the 

crisis and the limited information broadcast by the official response team, on a very 

personal and day-to-day basis. The social, political and technological aspects of this 

citizen mobilization employing DIY open source tools and the online services for sharing 

data stressed the notion of responsible and active citizenship. That is, responsible 

citizenship was performed through DIY practices of building tools and sharing data 

independently of both governmental and non-governmental bodies. 

More broadly, in fields of knowledge study, this new grassroots response to a 

disaster brings together investigation of newly emergent social phenomenon, behavior 

and practices through science, technology and society (STS) studies on risk and 

uncertainty (Beck 1994, Giddens 1991), with science communication and policy studies 

on public participation in science and technology (Jasanoff 2003). The approach, which 

we decided to take to understand the convergence between citizen science projects and 

issues of uncertainty and risk after a disaster, was mainly informed by actor network 

theory—oヴ けANTげ ふLa┘ aﾐd Hassaヴd ヱ999ぶ. This approach provides a suitable framework 
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for exploring the emergence and significance of DIY tools and open source hardware in 

enabling this new type of citizen empowerment. 

Actor network theory would view these novel socio-teIhﾐiIal tools as けh┞Hヴid 

ﾐet┘oヴksげ iﾐ┗ol┗iﾐg huﾏaﾐ aﾐd ﾐoﾐ-human actors, which have equal weighting and 

ability to influence situational outcomes and processes. The outcome was that DIY 

hacking practices as forms of citizen mobilization and empowerment enabled more 

decentralized and novel forms of disaster management and emergency responses (cf. 

“Ihﾏid this ┗oluﾏeぶ. けCitizeﾐshipげ iﾐ suIh h┞Hヴid ﾐet┘oヴks—rather than serving some 

predefined ideals of emancipation based on gender, social inclusion, or other socially 

defined concepts—is defined as an experiment in bringing together accessible 

technological possibilities with human interests and social needs. The ANT concept of 

h┞Hヴid ﾐet┘oヴks, Hased oﾐ the けgeﾐeヴalized pヴiﾐIiple of s┞ﾏﾏetヴ┞げ Het┘eeﾐ soIiet┞, 

nature, and technology (Latour 1993), helps us to understand better these emergent 

forms of public participation in science and technology, which we identify here as the 

Hackerspace and DIY movement. The need for independent data could not possibly be 

fulfilled without utilizing open source hardware tools.. These were not originally 

conceived as social or political technologies, but as prototype devices for testing new 

design ideas, to be later manufactured on a larger scale. The tools enabled an 

unprecedented form of citizen activism post-nuclear disaster. They entered the 

everyday life and practices of a large number of lay users through workshops and online 

support groups changing traditional notions of citizen participation and involvement in 

crisis. The hybrid network created around Hackerspaces, which supported the building 

of DIY Geiger counters and sharing of independent data, gave equal agency and 

importance to the various actors in this post-apocalyptic situation. 

The independent, citizen science activities after the disaster were political, social, 

and technological interventions happening simultaneously. They depended on the open 

source hardware tools as much as on the active and motivated citizens. This is why we 

Iall theﾏ けIosﾏopolitiIalげ ふLatouヴ ヲヰヰヴぶ aﾐd ヴefeヴ to the ﾏoヴe ﾐoヴﾏati┗e ┗ie┘ of the 

hybrid networks in ANT, which not only explains the events and the networks ex post 
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but tries to open a question of how to support and design certain politics around new 

social actors. Building new tools as a way of introducing new actors in the case of this 

disaster enabled citizens to gather independent data on radiation directly and to create 

new networks and actions around this without governmental or non-governmental help. 

That is, it was not a simple technical solution to a predefined and given problem but a 

ﾐoヴﾏati┗e けe┗eﾐtげ aﾐd iﾐteヴ┗eﾐtioﾐ, a pヴoIess of eﾏpo┘eヴiﾐg Iitizens to define new 

common goals and questions in a situation of crisis by testing these tools and 

prototypes. 

The DIY activities around open source hardware thus enabled citizens to both 

challenge and build on the official radiation information being issued by government 

and non-government agencies, which many commentators considered inadequate for 

understanding the spread and effects of radiation at the local, street and neighborhood 

levels (see also Morita et al. this volume). The resultant participatory radiation 

monitoring activities were not only a political venue of citizen protest and mobilization, 

but also served other functions, for example, a type of ritual of gaining symbolic power 

over the circumstances, which improved peopleげs morale and capacity to better face 

and cope with crisis. Building and using Geiger counters in some cases also reflected the 

aIt of Iヴeatiﾐg aﾐd usiﾐg a けfetishげ oHjeIt ふKeヴa 2012), which connected the concrete, 

material tool and radiation issue with deep seated fears, hopes, and emotions, which 

were all difficult to deal with. Overall, the various functions of these participatory DIY 

crowdsourcing practices extended the idea of community and responsible citizenship. 

The broader outcome is that after the Fukushima Daiichi disaster, the traditional notions 

of responsible and caring community, such as voting, self-organization, freedom of 

expression, and solidarity, became extended through hybrid, socio-technical practices, 

as illustrated in building radiation monitoring tools for data gathering and sharing of 

data. 

 

Open source hardware mobilization 
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The loose and hard to define network of geeks, curious citizens, and amateur scientists, 

which emerged after March 2011, showed for the first time the real potential of the so 

called Hackerspace movement as a platform for grassroots politics and innovation.
6
 

Tokyo Hackerspace was especially quick to respond to the Fukushima Daiichi disaster 

and effectively created a new model of crisis management. It enabled concerned 

citizens to join forces with designers and members of the broader international 

Hackerspace community to build independent tools for gathering and sharing radiation 

data. Thヴough a seヴies of ┘oヴkshops aﾐd けkitsげ—sets of simplified electronic parts, which 

can be assembled into a functional tool—Tokyo Hackerspace shared instructions with 

lay people on how to build and tinker with Geiger counters and radiation data. 

This innovative case of participatory sensing of environmental data (e.g. of air 

pollution, soil pollution and water quality) extended the notion of citizenship. It started 

a けIitizeﾐ sIieﾐIeげ ﾏo┗eﾏeﾐt, ┘hiIh ┘e desIヴiHe as けpaヴtiIipatoヴ┞ ﾏoﾐitoヴiﾐg of 

ヴadiatioﾐげ. Coﾏﾏoﾐ paヴtiIipatoヴ┞ seﾐsiﾐg aﾐd ﾏoﾐitoヴiﾐg is aﾐ eﾏeヴgeﾐt tヴeﾐd iﾐ Iitizeﾐ 

science projects seeking greater involvement of lay people in participation and decision 

making about their habitat (Paulos et al. 2009). Alternatively, the post-disaster 

monitoring radiation network could be described as a grassroots and decentralized 

socio-political movement on radiation issues that emphasized cooperative, data and 

knowledge sharing, which enabled small efforts to have big impacts. When visualizing 

the collective results on a map—Google map (see also Morita et al. this volume),
7
 or 

Google Earth
8—or a visualization interface—e.g. IBM Many Eyes

9— a new sense of a 

community action and collective power was created. 

It Iould also He seeﾐ as a けteIhﾐologiIal ﾏo┗eﾏeﾐtげ iﾐ teヴﾏs of its iﾐsisteﾐIe oﾐ 

DIY open source tools distributed through kits,
10

 and social software online services. In 

other words, the Fukushima Daiichi grassroots radiation monitoring integrated the 

crowdsourcing and participation over data with new technological trends—open source 

hardware and software platforms, such as Arduino,
11

 or Pachube,
12

 and other Do-It-

Yourself (DIY) and Do-It-With-Others (DIWO) approaches for building DIY Geiger 

counters. These trends and approaches are part of Hackerspace culture and its 
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connections to the MAKE magazine (since 2005), and Maker Fair events (since 2006),
13

 

which play an essential role in this emergent alternative research culture. The 

decentralized radiation monitoring by citizens over these DIY open source hardware 

tools changed the meaning of active and responsible citizenship from a communicative 

act (discussing data) to a material practice (of building tools and prototypes). It served 

as a means of solving immediate and worrying problems related to the lack of 

independent data and public knowledge about radiation related to inadequate official 

information on radiation, and became a unique platform for citizen mobilization. 

As such, we argue this new and emergent form of public participation on 

controversial techno-scientific problems—here, on the spread and effects of nuclear 

radiation and what is the best course of action to address and cope with it—changes our 

views of what it means to be a citizen, which also helps to provide a resilient 

participatory approach for a possible post-apoIal┞ptiI ┘oヴld. Iﾐ a ┘oヴld of the けiﾐteヴﾐet 

of thiﾐgsげ ふGeヴsheﾐfeld et al. ヲヰヰヴ, Gヴeeﾐfield ヲヰヰヶ, Weiseヴ ヱ99ンぶ, aﾐd けIヴo┘dsouヴIed 

dataげ, gヴassヴoots sIieﾐIe Iitizeﾐship appeaヴs to ヴadiIall┞ e┝teﾐd the ﾐotioﾐ of politiIal 

participation based on communicative acts of discussing, deliberating and voting. It also 

iﾐ┗ol┗es けgi┗iﾐg ┗oiIeげ to non-human actors in our environment (Latour 1993, 2004), 

through sensors, open source hardware, and various online tools. More broadly, this 

socio-teIhﾐiIal Iitizeﾐship Iaﾐ He desIヴiHed as けIosﾏopolitiIalげ ふLatouヴ ヲヰヰヴぶ, as it 

defines public participation and civic engagement in terms of our involvement with non-

human actors through building prototypes and using DIY open source tools to measure 

radiation risk. It connects politics and social interaction with building tools but also 

managing data from things and objects. 

As such, post-Fukushima Daiichi decision-making processes changed and 

transformed the elaborate divisions of expertise between government institutions, 

universities, research centers, and non-profit organizations. At the local level, many 

citizens independently made small, individual decisions based on their Geiger counter 

measurements of radiation on how to move around, where and what to eat, and how to 

work and live under the constant threat and risk of radiation pollution. To best 
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understand the emergence and significance of these micro-decisions and -policies of 

individuals and small communities we saw the need to discuss the public and private 

functions of DIY grassroots efforts and strategies related to participatory radiation 

monitoring. For that purpose we compared the available information and data available 

on the Internet about the two main initiatives and projects with the interviews we 

conducted with the citizens who took part in the radiation monitoring efforts of Safecast 

and Radiation Watch. 

 

Participatory sensing of radiation 

 

The emergent practice of participatory sensing of radiation fits into the more 

established field of participatory environmental monitoring and sensing, as a standard 

citizen science practice with impact on both technoscience and policy (Hedgecock 2009, 

Paulos and Jenkins 2005). This field includes mobile sensing (Goldman et al. 2009), 

uヴHaﾐ seﾐsiﾐg ふCaﾏpHell et al. ヲヰヰヶぶ, aﾐd IoﾐIepts of けpaヴtiIipatoヴ┞ uヴHaﾐisﾏげ ふPaulos 

2005), which fits sensors into the design of cities and neighborhoods. Prior participatory 

sensing research focused largely on air pollution (Hooker et al. 2007, Peterova 2011, 

Saavedra 2011), which seriously affects the quality of life in many cities, with Hong 

Kong, Mexico City, Manila and Beijing being outstanding contemporary examples. 

It is ヴelati┗el┞ eas┞ to けseﾐseげ at the aﾏateuヴ DIY le┗el thaﾐks to Iheap seﾐsoヴs foヴ 

CO
2
, NO, NO

2
, SO and SO

2
. The tools for participatory monitoring are usually explicit 

(handheld devices) or passive (vehicle-mounted sensors) and they record geo-

referenced environmental data in places where people live or go, rather than where 

scientists might expect them to be (Hedgecock 2009). This increases the amount of 

information and resultant impact on public life as it targets more specific areas that 

people feel personally connected with and in charge of. This affects everyday life and 

social interactions. When neighborhoods start to independently monitor and collect 

data in real time, as was the case after Fukushima, they also become more resilient and 

interested in capacity building through more tools to manage their situation. Rather 
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than waiting for a centralized authority to intervene, which can take a long time and be 

inappropriate at the local level, citizens post-Fukushima became more aware and more 

willing to act and innovate at the grassroots level and demanded change based on their 

independent data. 

However, immediately after the disaster, there were neither enough Geiger 

counters or other reliable tools to gather information on radiation levels in 

contaminated areas. Citizens had to start building their own devices and to reflect upon 

their imperfections by calibrating them and figuring out their reliability. The resilient 

response of these citizens is apparent not only from crowdsourcing and building tools 

efforts, but also from the financial support they raised from the global community by 

┘a┞ of けIヴo┘dfuﾐdiﾐgげ ┘eHsites.14
 Crowdfunding is a relatively new term, which 

describes public and global fundraising for innovative projects enabled through 

dedicated websites. Crowdfunded projects usually offer something in exchange, which, 

in the case of Fukushima, became an actual Geiger counter, used in workshops to teach 

people how to build it and calibrate it for later use to collect accurate and detailed 

data.
15

 

To reiterate, affected citizens began independent radiation monitoring efforts as 

a response to inadequate official versions of radiation data for private consumption 

(also see Morita et al. this volume), as they did not identify many random, high radiation 

IoﾐIeﾐtヴatioﾐs Ialled けhotspotsげ, ┘hiIh ┘eヴe soﾏetiﾏes ケuite haヴd to deteIt, foヴ 

example: 

 

The hotspot, a small area of about one meter radius, was found in a vacant lot in 

Kashiwa. Radiation levels of 4.11 microsieverts per hour were detected one meter 

above the surface of the soil, equivalent to some areas in the evacuation zone 

around the crippled nuclear power plant. Up to 450,000 becquerels per kilogram 

of radioactive substances were detected in the soil below the surface, an 

Environment Ministry official said, Fuji TV reported. (Japan Today 2011) 
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Kashiwa is located 195 km from Fukushima, on the outskirts of Tokyo in Chiba 

prefecture. Subsequently, hotspots became the main target of participatory radiation 

monitoring efforts. Official versions were also often late in providing information. 

Reliability was further undermined where fixed sensors, although accurate were sparse, 

and the released data was often based on interpolation rather than measurement. 

Weather conditions including sunlight, rain and wind can also facilitate 

atmospheric conditions for the formation of hotspots. While radiation travels with dust 

particles by wind or water, it tends to accumulate in drains and ditches both in natural 

and urban areas. Because of these unpredictable effects and hotspots, participatory 

radiation by citizens crossed the boundary of radiation monitoring being the sole 

domain of experts and policy-ﾏakeヴs. Citizeﾐs used theiヴ tools to HeIoﾏe けad hoI poliI┞-

makeヴs theﾏsel┗esげ, aﾐd ﾏake deIisioﾐs ┘hiIh ┘ould IoﾐtヴiHute to the health aﾐd 

safety of their streets and neighborhoods. The DIY Geiger counters became a type of 

けteIhﾐopolitiIal toolげ ふGoodﾏaﾐ ヲヰヰ9ぶ, ┘hiIh tヴaﾐsfoヴﾏed けIitizeﾐs as Ioﾐsuﾏeヴs of 

dataげ iﾐto active and responsible public actors providing highly localized information to 

their communities (see also Bäckstrand 2003). 

 

Humanitarian Hackerspace workshops in Tokyo 

 

The transformation of consumers of data into public actors was done not only by data 

sharing practices but also through building and developing open source tools, as in the 

Tokyo Hackerspace workshops. The importance of the open source hardware as a novel 

response to the disaster is apparent from the online materials related to the Tokyo 

Hackerspace events (Akiba 2011, 2011b). Almost immediately after the Tohoku 

earthquake and tsunami, and during the disaster itself, Hackerspace members had 

several meetings to discuss how to help the affected areas. The first humanitarian 

hardware project of Tokyo Hackerspace, Kimono Lantern Kit, was a solar rechargeable 

lamp originally designed as a decoration for gardens, which was quickly mass produced 

and distributed in areas suffering from blackouts. 
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This special form of local activism was later termed けHumanitarian Open Source 

Haヴd┘aヴeげ ふAkiHa ヲヰヱヱぶ. The laﾐteヴﾐ pヴojeIt seヴ┗ed as a ﾏodel foヴ de┗elopiﾐg the 

subsequent DIY radiation sensing devices, the various DIY Geiger counters (iGeigie, the 

iPhone Radiation Dock, Ion Chamber Radiation Detector Kit). Below is a description of 

one of the first Hackerspace meetings, which demonstrates the close connection 

between attempts to design open source hardware tools and activist ambitions to help 

the affected areas. It expresses the motivation and empathy mixed with very practical 

concerns on what is needed in terms of technical, financial and other support:  

 

In the hackerspace, we'll be holding our meeting tonight and will probably start 

haﾏﾏeヴiﾐg out plaﾐs to figuヴe out ho┘ aﾐd ┘heヴe ┘e Iaﾐ help … “o although it's 

outside the original sphere of intended use, it looks like the simple Kimono 

lanterns we designed can play a small role in providing comfort and at least give a 

sﾏall feeliﾐg of safet┞ to people that aヴe goiﾐg thヴough this hoヴヴifiI e┝peヴieﾐIe … 

Iげve updated the files to v1.1 and the package includes the BOM and full gerbers. 

Itげs a tuヴﾐke┞ paIkage that Iaﾐ He takeﾐ aﾐd seﾐt diヴeItl┞ to the PCB faH. ふAkiHa 

2011) 

 

Bringing the open source lamp to the people in the affected areas was not a purely 

utilitarian task but more an attempt to bring a feeling of safety after trauma, to give a 

feeliﾐg of Ioﾐtヴol o┗eヴ the IiヴIuﾏstaﾐIes. It is aﾐ e┝aﾏple of ┘hat ┘e Iall a けfetishげ 

function of the humanitarian hardware, which is even more obvious in the case of the 

DIY Geiger counters. Like indigenous culture fetishes, these objects have almost a 

けﾏagiIal po┘eヴげ to pヴo┗ide Ioﾏfoヴt iﾐ tiﾏes of uﾐIeヴtaiﾐt┞. People ﾏoﾐitoヴiﾐg ヴadiatioﾐ 

around their houses and neighborhood are aware that they are not protected from the 

physical effects of radiation but at least psychologically and mentally they feel protected 

from the uncertainty and chaos and hold onto the hope they can manage and improve 

their circumstances. The DIY radiation monitoring devices simply enabled a basic control 
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and comfort, also related to a feeling that people were not alone but had the support of 

a global community. 

The first Geiger counters were donated to Tokyo Hackerspace by Reuseum, a 

company with close connections to US Hackerspaces (Reuseum 2011). After receiving 

these Geiger counters and improving their functionality, Tokyo Hackerspace distributed 

them to organic farming communities that needed accurate radiation data on their 

crops (Reuseum 2011). The Geiger counters were thus a global response of the 

Hackerspace movement and network, which demonstrated a belief system based on 

distributed and decentralized solutions that improved, in both a social and technical 

sense, the response offered by the Japanese Government or the NGOs concerning 

access to local radiation data. 

The efforts organized by Tokyo Hackerspace were also connected to the RDTN.org 

(later named Safecast
16

) network, which began a week after the earthquake and nuclear 

meltdown. Safecast crowdsourced data over the Pachube platform to provide accurate 

sensor information to citizens about radiation levels issuing from the meltdown. 

Safecast also raised money through the crowdfunding website Kickstarter,
17

 to buy 

more Geiger counters and create a sensor network providing finer-grained data as an 

addition to the official but unreliable stationary sensors. The data from the hacked 

Geiger counters and other DIY devices was then disseminated through a Google map 

and a Google earth layout (also Morita et al. this volume), and on various other 

platforms listed on the website GeigerMaps.
18

 These highly organized efforts thus 

emerged as civic interests in how to best measure the immediate surroundings, identify 

radiation hotspots, and how to share and critically evaluate these measurements and 

their risk to health. The complex networks between Hackerspaces and these online 

services in the aftermath of Fukushima is an important disaster case study showing the 

possibilities of the global response and management of crisis by citizens equipped with 

sensing technologies. In more detail, what were their motivations, functions and uses? 

  

Safecast and Radiation Watch networks of participatory radiation monitoring 
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To understand the individual motivation and various functions and uses of these 

radiation participatory monitoring devices and maps we conducted a questionnaire 

survey and semi-structured interviews over e-mail with 16 respondents from the two 

local citizen networks Safecast and Radiation Watch. They were highly active in 

participatory monitoring of radiation after the Fukushima Daiichi meltdown. Before 

presenting our findings, we first provide some background on Safecast and on Radiation 

Watch. 

Safecast is an independent group of approximately 100 enthusiasts with 

connections to Tokyo and US Hackerspaces, aiming to produce high-precision open data. 

The participants ranged from students and professionals from technical fields, to 

activists, designers and businessmen. The group began soon after the disaster to 

empower people following the problematic communication of TEPCO and Japanese 

government in the weeks following the disaster. The group remains in operation 

monitoring various areas around Japan, and has extended voluntary monitoring to other 

countries, for example, measurements were conducted around the San Onofre nuclear 

plant in California early in February 2012 after a reported minor radiation leak. 

The measurement equipment ranges from handheld devices to static sensors. 

Once data were gathered, they were published on the safecast.org website. A staggering 

2,523,635 hits were made following the inception of Safecast on March 25, 2011, to 

February 21, 2012. Safecast uses professional grade measuring devices and had (at the 

time the survey was conducted) 85 mobile and handheld devices as well as 50 static 

sensors. The project was initially funded by the Kickstarter fundraising website but 

acquired funding from other sources as well, including private investors and universities, 

suIh as Keio Uﾐi┗eヴsit┞ aﾐd its け“Iaﾐﾐiﾐg the Eaヴthげ pヴojeIt.19
 We accessed and 

interviewed Safecast members by way of its mailing list over the course of the Fall 

(typically August–October) of 2011. 

The second group of participants interviewed was recruited from the group 

Radiation Watch,
20

 with approximately 1200 members that exchange radiation data. 
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Radiation Watch also aims to empower citizens by integrating radiation measuring into 

an everyday practice, through shared technology, which enables people to produce data 

themselves to make radiation monitoring highly accessible. The group, which comprises 

of volunteering engineers, designers and scientists, designed a DIY iPhone accessory 

that can achieve precision similar to standard Geiger counters. The device later evolved 

into an actual product that no longer needs any DIY skills and can be plugged into Apple 

devices to measure radiation. Radiation Watch operates a Facebook group for 

communicating and organizing group members. 

To better understand the motivations behind participants measuring radiation 

data, how these local practices started, and how the data shaped the opinions of 

respondents during the measurement process, our questions were organized into five 

key themes suggested by the situation, the process and findings of which we now 

discuss. 

 

Theme 1: motivation to measure 

We fiヴst asked aHout the paヴtiIipaﾐtsげ ﾏoti┗atioﾐs foヴ uﾐdeヴtakiﾐg ヴadiatioﾐ 

measurements. A most interesting finding was the difference between Safecast and 

‘adiatioﾐ WatIh ﾏeﾏHeヴsげ aiﾏs. “afeIast ﾏeﾏHeヴs aiﾏed to puHliIize the data to the 

general public, while Radiation Watch members aim was to empower individual citizens 

┘ith theiヴ o┘ﾐ de┗iIes to ﾏeasuヴe ヴadiatioﾐ. け“afeIasteヴsげ, as ┘e ﾐoﾏiﾐate theﾏ, 

started measuring radiation as early as March 12, 2011—one day after the nuclear 

disaster. Their motivation was to けﾏake ヴadiatioﾐ data a┗ailaHle to the puHliIげ, as aﾐ 

alteヴﾐati┗e to けgo┗eヴﾐﾏeﾐt aﾐd [otheヴ] iﾐteヴﾐet [souヴIes]げ ふpaヴtiIipaﾐt ヱぶ. Most 

Radiation Watch members, however, started relatively late after the disaster, mainly 

during the second half of 2011. We surmise this was partly caused by a gradual 

development of the design of the DIY iPhone accessory, later offered to the general 

puHliI. Oﾐe iﾐteヴ┗ie┘ee of ‘adiatioﾐ WatIh ﾐoted ho┘ he, けoﾐl┞ staヴted ﾏeasuヴiﾐg 

when I got a tip on a cheap Geiger counter fヴoﾏ a fヴieﾐd of ﾏiﾐe duヴiﾐg the fallげ 

ふpaヴtiIipaﾐt Αぶ. The けIheap Geigeヴ Iouﾐteヴげ ヴefeヴs to the けPoIket Geigeヴげ; oﾐe of the fiヴst 
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devices that attracted the attention of a large number of citizens, not only geeks related 

to Tokyo Hackerspace or Safecast. The easy access technology design of measuring tools 

and services for sharing data, such as making them work with devices that users were 

accustomed to, such as iPhones or iPods, well facilitated the growth of citizen science 

monitoring. 

Aligning to its focus on the individual, the motivations of Radiation Watch 

ﾏeﾏHeヴs also teﾐded to ヴelate to peヴsoﾐal goals; け[I staヴted to He iﾐteヴested iﾐ 

measuring] when I heard my friends, having three kids, were worrying about radiation ... 

[I] wanted to know if my neighbourhood was safe enough or not. And [I also] wanted to 

ha┗e ﾏ┞ o┘ﾐ ヴesouヴIe to ﾏake deIisioﾐsげ ふpaヴtiIipaﾐt ヱぶ. Aﾐotheヴ paヴtiIipaﾐt 

mentioned she started measuring radiation during the summer, around the time when 

there were reports on radiation in food: けI aﾏ iﾐ Nago┞a, faヴ a┘a┞ fヴoﾏ Fukushiﾏa, Hut I 

know that food travels, people travel, gardening soil travels, and I thought it is best to 

staヴt testiﾐg thiﾐgs oﾐ ﾏ┞ o┘ﾐげ ふpaヴtiIipaﾐt ヲぶ. 

In being asked about their original sources of data prior to starting their own 

measurements, most Radiation Watch participants responded they had initially relied on 

official data published by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and 

Technology (MEXT), as cited in various media, but had found it too technical as well as 

not being collected at enough locations. One participant noted that prior to engaging 

with personal radiation monitoring, she began searching for alternative information 

sources such as Safecast and Radiation Watch, and the availability of the cheap 

monitoring devices motivated her to buy one and participate actively. She wanted to 

contribute to the community as much as she wanted to know what the situation was in 

a given neighborhood for her own activities. The second most common and associated 

reason for starting to measure related to feelings of insecurity about the radiation 

spread within the immediate living environment. In this case, buying the radiation 

monitoring equipment and measuring become more of a ritual of receiving some 

comfort, ┘hiIh ┘e sa┘ as a けfetishげ fuﾐItioﾐ of these DIY tools. 
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Theme 2: creating and sharing open data 

The second question related to identifying with monitoring and sharing radiation data. 

We presented interviewees with five potential answers to rank on a Likert scale from 1 

to 5 where ヵ ヴepヴeseﾐted けstヴoﾐgl┞ agヴeeげ oヴ けﾏost iﾏpoヴtaﾐtげ aﾐd ヱ, けstヴoﾐgl┞ disagヴeeげ. 

Opiﾐioﾐs ┘eヴe ┗eヴ┞ di┗eヴse oﾐ the issues of けdistヴust aﾐd pヴotest agaiﾐst go┗eヴﾐﾏeﾐtげ 

aﾐd けdistヴust iﾐ TEPCO aﾐd ﾏedia Io┗eヴageげ, ┘ith ヴeplies spヴead robustly across the 

scale. This variation we attribute to both foreigners and Japanese surveyed having 

various opinions on how trustworthy the official data were. This meant that most 

people did not decide to start measuring radiation because they mistrusted government 

data, but because they were interested in better granularity and precision, mostly 

concerning their immediate surroundings and places where they spent most of their 

time—the house and garden, the playground and park. A high number of positive 

aﾐs┘eヴs ふstヴoﾐgl┞ agヴeeぶ oﾐ aﾐotheヴ ケuestioﾐ oﾐ the けﾐeed foヴ ﾏoヴe pヴeIise data aHout 

paヴtiIulaヴ e┝posuヴe iﾐ loIatioﾐsげ suppoヴted this pヴopositioﾐ. Oﾐe iﾐteヴ┗ie┘ee stated: 

けCoﾐIeヴﾐ of ヴadiatioﾐ aヴouﾐd ﾏ┞ house ┘as the Higgest ヴeasoﾐ. NoHod┞ ┘ould Ioﾏe to 

ﾏeasuヴe to see if theヴe ┘as a hotspot iﾐ ﾏ┞ gaヴdeﾐげ ふpaヴtiIipaﾐt ンぶ. LoIal けhotspotsげ 

became an important topic in the Japanese media soon after the disaster. They started 

appearing at various locations where rainwater flowed, often, and surprisingly, far away 

from the Fukushima Daiichi reactors and close to Tokyo; with some discovered by citizen 

seﾐsiﾐg aIti┗ities. “oﾏe paヴtiIipaﾐts plaIed a high iﾏpoヴtaﾐIe oﾐ the IoﾐIept of けopeﾐ 

dataげ aﾐd ┘aﾐted to kﾐo┘ ﾏoヴe aHout data IolleItioﾐ ﾏethods. The e┝pヴessed belief 

┘as that these data ┘eヴe iﾏpoヴtaﾐt Hoth to Iitizeﾐs as ┘ell as けgo┗eヴﾐﾏeﾐts, Ioﾏpaﾐies 

aﾐd ヴeseaヴIheヴsげ, HeIause all Iould teaﾏ up to けHeﾐefit ふfヴoﾏ the dataぶ aﾐd taIkle the 

pヴoHleﾏ iﾐ a ﾏoヴe Iohesi┗e aﾐd Iヴeati┗e ﾏaﾐﾐeヴげ ふparticipant 4). 

The impression, therefore, that these answers give is that measuring radiation 

was not a type of protest or distrust in government and official authorities carrying out 

measurements but an effort stimulated by a need to do something, to participate, to be 

part of the solution, to be useful to the community, to have a feeling of empowerment 

through participation at a time when personal empowerment was seriously 
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compromised by the scope and gravity of the nuclear disaster, and to contribute to 

more accurate readings at the personal local level. These reasons tend to expand our 

ﾐotioﾐ of the けfetishげ fuﾐItioﾐ of Geigeヴ Iouﾐteヴs, as people aヴe a┘aヴe that the┞ Iaﾐ do 

little about the effects of radiation but they still like to measure it. Overall, the majority 

of respondents leaned towards becoming more cautious and feeling less comfortable in 

being in areas of possibly increased radiation which they had not measured. Conversely, 

they were more comfortable about walking and inhabiting places where they had 

measured radiation levels to inform their actions. Measuring, gathering and aggregating 

data and interpreting their meaning thus made people more aware of the effects of 

ヴadiatioﾐ. A t┞piIal ヴeaItioﾐ ┘as that けﾏeasuヴiﾐg allo┘s oﾐeself to see ┘hat is 

happening and takes awa┞ the ﾏ┞steヴ┞ aﾐd ┘ith that ﾏost of the feaヴsげ ふpaヴtiIipaﾐt ヱぶ. 

Accordingly, this created the impression of empowerment linked to personal safety and 

comfort for most participants. 

 

Theme 3: evaluating the data and experience with measuring 

The most important benefit that participants mentioned was that measuring and 

knowing the radiation levels in their immediate surroundings created a feeling of control 

of the situation, a form of empowerment over concerns, such as consuming locally 

produced food. Many of them also mentioned that now they felt they knew much more 

about radiation, which comforted them. One respondent stated:  

 

E┗eﾐ though I aﾏ ﾐot aﾐ さe┝peヴtざ, I Iaﾐ sa┞ ﾏ┞ aヴea is safe eﾐough Hased oﾐ the 

knowledge I collected and numbers that my DIY machines reported. Additionally, I 

gained ability to judge if (officially) provided information is correct or not. 

(participant 1)  

 

 Theme 4: accuracy of citizen science data 

The issue of validity of data gathered by citizens was highly recognized by the 

respondents. One respondent described the attitude of the official scientists and media 
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towards citizen scientists as dismissive and he felt discouraged because his data was 

labeled as amateurish and thus questionable (participant 4). But another respondent 

took this as a ヴeasoﾐ けto IoﾐtヴiHute aﾐd ﾏake ﾏoﾐitoヴiﾐg easieヴ to He used H┞ ﾏoヴe 

people. This included measurement protocol standardization and consolidation of [our] 

dataHase ┘ith otheヴ effoヴtsげ ふpaヴtiIipaﾐt ヱヰぶ. The Iitizeﾐ sIieﾐtists ┘eヴe quite aware of 

the issue of data accuracy and its usefulness, and considered ways to ensure precision, 

such as improving measuring devices to automatically log additional metadata about the 

measurement location by which to compare data from other devices. One participant 

also expressed disappointment that not only Japanese but also foreign media ignored 

the data IolleIted H┞ Iitizeﾐs: けI ha┗e Heeﾐ follo┘iﾐg the ﾏaiﾐstヴeaﾏ ﾏedia—in 

English—quite intensively (Japan Times, Asahi, NHK, Mainichi, Kyodo, etc.) and do not 

recall ever having seen an article that includes data collected by citizens. I think it is 

geﾐeヴall┞ igﾐoヴedげ ふpaヴtiIipaﾐt ヲぶ. 

A noticeable difference was apparent in the responses on this topic between 

Safecast and Radiation Watch participants in terms of their assessment of data accuracy 

and the function of monitoring. One Radiation Watch respondent commented: 

 

They [traditional researchers] usually deny amateurs and dispute our data, but I 

just want to know if my place is safe or not (I do not need to know if my place is 

0.05uSv or 0.06uSv). In my opinion, they struggle to explain their data in plain 

Japanese. (participant 1) 

 

This statement emphasizes the role of language in constructing the meaning of data for 

accessible everyday consumption, which was ignored by official measurements, and was 

another key reason for citizen monitoring efforts. This was because the majority of 

people did not have any technical education in this field, and they struggled to 

understand the data gathered by the official institutions. 

Safecast respondents, whose focus was more technical and professional, were 

more certain about the validity of their data and had a more positive view of how their 
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data ┘as Heiﾐg e┗aluated H┞ the sIieﾐIe Ioﾏﾏuﾐit┞ aﾐd ﾏedia: けWe ha┗e had a positi┗e 

respoﾐse fヴoﾏ ヴeseaヴIheヴs aﾐd ouヴ s┞steﾏ is Heiﾐg used H┞ ﾏultiple ヴeseaヴIh teaﾏsげ 

(participant 1). The difference in perception of data validity related to the focus of both 

groups. Safecast was always more interested in developing and following rigid 

methodologies for radiation measurements and using higher grade instruments, while 

Radiation Watch was more concentrated on crowdsourcing and involving individuals. 

 

Theme 5: future citizen science 

This theme focused on the overall experience of monitoring and probed whether this 

motivated the participants to be involved in any community projects related to citizen 

science in the future. More than 75% of the respondents said they wanted to continue 

to ﾏeasuヴe ヴadiatioﾐ. A t┞piIal ヴespoﾐse ┘as: けIt is soﾏethiﾐg that will likely influence us 

iﾐ the ﾐeaヴ futuヴe, o┗eヴ the ﾐe┝t ンヰ ┞eaヴs oヴ soげ (participant 5). Another participant 

mentioned the safety and well-being of his children as the motivating factor to continue: 

けNo┘ I ┘aﾐt to kﾐo┘ if ﾏ┞ plaIe is iﾐ the saﾏe situation as Fukushima, and what I 

should do fiヴst to sa┗e ﾏ┞ kids ふfヴoﾏ health ヴisks iﾐ the futuヴeぶげ ふpaヴtiIipaﾐt ヱぶ. Yet, 

another respondent pointed out the potential of other nuclear disasters like Fukushima 

Daiichi in seismically unstable Japan: 

 

I will continue to monitor my own vicinity. Since Nagoya is located between Monju 

and Hamaoka, I think it is advisable to become familiar with how to use a 

ﾏoﾐitoヴiﾐg de┗iIe aﾐd to uﾐdeヴstaﾐd the ヴeadiﾐgs … just iﾐ Iase ┘e ha┗e a siﾏilaヴ 

accident here (participant 2). 

 

The Hamaoka nuclear power plant has two reactors, constructed in 1971 and 1974 

respectively. The reactors sit above a major fault line (on this topic see also Hara in this 

volume) close to the location of the expected epicenter of the next Tokai earthquake. 

Earthquakes occur regularly in the Tokai region, with an interval of 100–150 years 

between quakes and the next one is expected to be magnitude 8 with a 70% chance of 
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the quake recurring in 2012.
21

 As such, there has been an on-going effort by the local 

government to shut the plant down to minimize the potential of another disaster similar 

to the one that hit Fukushima Daiichi. 

In their involvement in future radiation endeavors, Radiation Watch participants 

again put personal safety and self-empowerment as their main interest, while Safecast 

members emphasized developing a large scale independent and alternative 

measurement network—as oﾐe ヴespoﾐdeﾐt put it: けThe goal is to e┝paﾐd to Io┗eヴ Japaﾐ 

entirely and worldwide and repeat measurements to catch radiatioﾐ tヴeﾐdsげ ふpaヴtiIipaﾐt 

1). 

Another question probed what interviewees saw as the most viable citizen science 

projects for the future based on their experience with radiation monitoring. All 

respondents had a positive opinion about the potential of crowdsourcing of data and 

suppoヴt platfoヴﾏs to shaヴe data. Oﾐe ヴespoﾐdeﾐt stated: けI Helie┗e that Iヴo┘dsouヴIiﾐg 

data collection is the way to go. It is more and more important to collect meaningful 

dataげ ふpaヴtiIipaﾐt ヶぶ. Aﾐotheヴ ヴespoﾐdeﾐt ﾏeﾐtioﾐed the iﾏpoヴtance of collective 

effoヴts to aIhie┗e Higgeヴ goals as the ┘a┞ foヴ the futuヴe: けThis is ho┘ the futuヴe ┘ill He—

many small efforts can easily become a big one with the help of technology and open 

thiﾐkiﾐgげ ふpaヴtiIipaﾐt ヱぶ. Aﾐotheヴ ヴespoﾐdeﾐt e┝pヴessed a ﾏoヴe radical approach that 

deeply questioned the public credibility of government and corporate radiation 

ﾏoﾐitoヴiﾐg effoヴts: けI thiﾐk it [Ii┗iI ヴadiatioﾐ ﾏoﾐitoヴiﾐg] ┘ill HeIoﾏe ﾏoヴe ┘idespヴead, 

especially as citizens become more frustrated with the obfuscation of the facts by the 

go┗eヴﾐﾏeﾐt aﾐd Ioヴpoヴatioﾐs [like TEPCO]げ ふpaヴtiIipaﾐt ヲぶ. 

The differences expressed between Safecast and Radiation Watch participants led 

us to explore these differences in more depth. 

 

Comparing Safecast and Radiation Watch 

 

While Radiation Watch participants were mainly concerned with individual self-

empowerment and their immediate and personal situations, Safecast members 
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developed a more activist and collectivist approach to deal with the whole impact of the 

Fukushima Daiichi disaster. Instead of focusing on individual areas, Safecast focused on 

mapping the total areas affected. This made them more motivated to work with 

multiple stakeholders, including professional ones, which Radiation Watch ignored to 

focus on the data from a large number of citizens, mainly interested in their own spaces. 

Arguably, a more individualized attitude to radiation monitoring and crisis reflects the 

thヴust of けヴefle┝i┗e ﾏodeヴﾐisatioﾐげ ふBeIk ヱ99ヴぶ, ┘ith all its aﾏHiguities of 

individualization, universality of risk, and homogenization based on safety. 

By way of contrast, the participatory monitoring efforts of Safecast placed higher 

emphasis on collective hacking of hardware and other DIY activities, and attempted to 

Iヴeate a けgloHalげ Ioﾐseﾐsus aﾐd support for independent data measurements through 

the Hackerspace network. It thus aimed to empower not only individuals but also 

Ioﾏﾏuﾐities iﾐ a ﾏoヴe ヴadiIal aﾐd けagileげ ┘a┞ ふIto ヲヰヱヱぶ. Moヴe Hヴoadl┞, “afeIast 

represented an effective international response to a crisis in terms of accessing the 

needed resources (money and tools) for civic monitoring of radiation. As such, we 

Helie┗e the “afeIast ﾏo┗eﾏeﾐt eﾏHodies the ideas of けIosﾏopolitiIal Iitizeﾐshipげ as 

civic action based on designing and building new tools to support various functions 

ヴatheヴ thaﾐ the ﾏoヴe けaﾐ┝iousげ iﾐdi┗idual けヴefle┝i┗e ﾏodeヴﾐisatioﾐげ appヴoaIh to 

radiation monitoring. 

The participatory monitoring efforts over Geiger counters and similar low tech 

solutions in both cases, however, show how difficult it was to get accurate radiation 

data and decide on appropriate courses of action to cope with the post-nuclear disaster 

situation. In this context, participatory monitoring was not only about the 

crowdsourcing of data and dispersing individual and collective anxieties, hopes, and 

fears, but also about creating a more critical attitude and realistic expectations towards 

technologies in terms of understanding their limits. We think that this understanding of 

the DIY technologies enabled citizens to become more resilient and agile in their 

response and expectations (more typical of the Safecast users). Another function of the 

DIY tools (more apparent in the case of Radiation Watch) was to empower citizen users 
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at a more private level, where tools were also more a type of fetish, as therapeutic 

devices for a post-apocalyptic ritual of catharsis and healing with elements of personal 

protest and reflection Kera 2012In this sense, the DIY monitoring of radiation tools 

represented modern day fetishes and power objects with the ability to connect anxiety 

and hope, provide symbolic and real power over chaotic circumstances, and link 

scientific data with primal human emotions to build local capacity to deal or cope with 

very trying post-apocalyptic circumstances.  

 

Conclusions 

 

The participatory monitoring of radiation in Japan after the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear 

disaster poses a unique case of local and citizen social and technical convergences and 

synergies, which pose a resilient model for emergent post-apocalyptic citizenship. This 

finding is particularly revealed in investigating the synergy between the loose and global 

network of geeks from the Hackerspaces with post-nuclear disaster citizens (victims) in 

Tok┞o, ┘hiIh led to the Iヴeatioﾐ of けhuﾏaﾐitaヴiaﾐ haヴd┘aヴeげ tools aﾐd eﾐaHled 

participatory monitoring of radiation. Tied to this were emergent online platforms for 

crowdsourcing and crowdfunding, which provided necessary resources for participatory 

monitoring. This complex, socio-technical infrastructure of open source hardware tools, 

online services, cooperation around and workshops in the Hackerspace, evolved very 

quickly after the disaster. 

This dynamic infrastructure, which no official government or non-government 

actors would have anticipated, enabled citizen volunteers to begin grassroots radiation 

crowdsourcing efforts. These political and decision-making efforts at the grassroots level 

were always closely linked to processes of designing, building, and testing prototypes, 

including DIY Geiger counters and special lamps. Participatory monitoring of radiation 

thus amounts to a form of political and collective action around prototypes, which 

defines its politics as a form of design or socio-technical experiment. The various 

functions of the designed tools, from the more pragmatic (identifying hotspots) to the 
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more symbolic (gaining symbolic power in a situation of uncertainty) evolved through 

these socio-technical experiments. Rather than defining the future collectives in terms 

of risk, discipline, normalization, or biopolitics, these functions enabled a 

けIosﾏopolitiIalげ Iitizeﾐship to eﾏeヴge iﾐ the foヴﾏ of pヴagﾏatiI aﾐd pluヴal IolleIti┗es 

around DIY tools with various, even conflicting goals and aspirations, especially in 

domains of the private and public. As such, citizen participatory radiation monitoring 

offered a more resilient and agile model for dealing with the complexity and uncertainty 

of radiation pollution in Japan. More broadly, the emergence and significance of DIY 

tools and open source hardware in enabling a new type of citizen empowerment, as 

vividly displayed in the case of the Fukushima disaster, poses constructive participatory 

governance lessons for more effective disaster management in the future. 

 

 

Notes 

                                                            
1  We discuss the concept in further detail on p. XXX in chapter ‘Participatory sensing 

from Data to Hardware Hacking’ (Goldman et al. 2009;  Campbell et al. 2006; Paulos 

2005).  
2  Ushahidi is an open source tool to crowdsource information using multiple channels, 

including SMS, email, Twitter and the web http://www.ushahidi.com/ (accessed July 

27, 2012). 
3  Crisis Mappers: The Humanitarian Technology Network, accessed July 27, 2012, 

http://crisismappers.net/. 
4  Safecast, accessed July 27, 2012, http://blog.safecast.org. 
5  Radiation Watch, accessed July 27, 2012, http://www.radiation-watch.org/. 
6  An important role in the convergence of research and activism was played by global 

networks of individuals involved in Hackerspaces (Kera 2012), as a network of co-

working spaces in almost 500 cities worldwide inspiring various types of grassroots 

‘hacktivist’ projects connecting citizen science with some form of monitoring and 

crowdsourcing of data or hacking tools. 
7  Google Maps, accessed July 27, 2012, https://maps.google.com/. 

http://www.ushahidi.com/
http://crisismappers.net/
http://blog.safecast.org/
http://www.radiation-watch.org/
https://maps.google.com/
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8  Google Earth, accessed July 27, 2012, http://www.google.com/earth/. 
9  IBM Many Eyes, accessed July 27, 2012, http://www-958.ibm.com. 
10  “Open Source Hardware Definition (OSHW) 1.0,” Open Source Hardware, accessed 

July 27, 2012, http://freedomdefined.org/OSHW. 
11  Arduino – popular open-source single-board microcontroller used for the DIY Geiger 

counters: Arduino, accessed July 27, 2012, http://www.arduino.cc/. 
12  Pachube is an online database for sensor data and platform for building applications 

using sensor data on the environment Pachube was relaunched under the new name 

’Cosm’ in May 2012: https://cosm.com/. 
13  Make magazine http://makezine.com/ and Maker Faire http://makerfaire.com/ 

(accessed July 27, 2012). 
14  Kickstarter, accessed July 27, 2012, http://www.kickstarter.com/. 
15  RDTN.org, “Radiation Detection Hardware Network in Japan,” accessed July 27, 

2012 http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1038658656/rdtnorg-radiation-detection-

hardware-network-in-ja. 
16  Safecast is a global sensor network for collecting and sharing radiation 

measurements to empower people with data about their environments. Safecast, 

accessed July 27, 2012, http://blog.safecast.org/. 
17  Kickstarter, accessed July 27, 2012, http://www.kickstarter.com/.  
18  Japan Geiger Maps, accessed July 27, 2012, http://japan.failedrobot.com/. 
19  See details at www.scanningtheearth.org (accessed July 27, 2012). 
20  Radiation Watch, accessed July 27, 2012, http://www.radiation-watch.org/. 
21  See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/T%C5%8Dkai_earthquakes (accessed July 27, 

2012). 
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